
Hello Oregon Representatives of the People!  
  

Dear Representatives  

Today, we Oregonians are under a barrage of new bills that are aimed at our 2nd Amendment freedoms and self-
protection rights. When the atrocity of others invokes terror onto law abiding citizens are now being stripped of our 
Constitutional Liberties.  

HB 2251 Age for purchase or a firearm transfer to 21, but reduce the age for voting to 16? How could a young Oregon 
veteran not be able to purchase a rifle legally or promote youth gun safety at our local gun club? 

HB3223 Simply put, with the bill’s terminology "assault weapon" this will include most common firearms that are used 
for hunting and even personal protection. To comply with this bill will require gun registration which history has shown 
can and would assume that gun confiscation would be the next inevitable step in this process. Gun seizures like in New 
Zealand are reality.   

HB3265 Magazine capacity restrictions. This bill would limit the ability to hunt and even self-protection issues, 5 rounds 
can be life threatening against an attacker.  

SB 925 CHL restrictions are a violation of the second amendment. Why do the Oregon Legislators, Governor and public 
officials have armed guards but school children can’t?  

Red Flag Laws This law is unconstitutional and is a direct infringement of the 4th Amendment and violates our due 
process laws! 

To obtain a weapon we all have shown our legal ownership with a background check. This proposed registration 
process is government overreach of the extremes against your fellow Oregonians.  

As a law abiding gun owner and an avid sportsman, this law will make me a felon, which goes against Constitutional 
Law the 2nd Amendment and will revoke my God given rights to self protection. Why is it that we never hear of laws 
against the bad guys only the good guys? This is biased legislation and will not even be voted on by the people. 

Can you please explain your rationale on why you think these laws are a "Common Sense" laws because along with 
over 4,000 other citizens in protest Salem on Saturday would tend to disagree?  

Lamont Wolverton  

Lincoln City, OR  

 



Protect 2A, Protect Oregonians 



This bill is overreach and steps on the US Constitution, if passed it will be the most aggressive gun bill 
every introduced onto law abiding community of American's 
 
 
 
 
 
Lamont Wolverton 
Lincoln City OR 
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